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Release note 

Collections and Titles improvements 

Release date: 9 April 2014 

We've improved the Collection functionality in Movida to make it even easier for you to 

create and edit a Collection and its content, including the ability to easily re-order the Titles 

in a Collection. 

This note describes what has changed in full, and as usual you can contact support or your 

technical account manager for further clarification.

BeBanjo reference(s) 

Application Issue Title

movida 2127 Collections and Titles revamp

mailto:support@bebanjo.com?subject=Basic%20scheduling%20in%20Movida
mailto:support@bebanjo.com?subject=Basic%20scheduling%20in%20Movida


Create Collection 

The Create Collection page has been improved and it's now easier to add, remove, and 

reorder Titles when creating a Collection; the Titles section is always present. 

If you choose to add Titles when creating the Collection you'll see that the table of Titles 

shows you the External ID for each Title, and there's a "handle" against each Title that lets 

you re-order the Titles before you create the Collection; you can also easily remove a Title by 

clicking its cross icon. 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Titles 

The Titles page has been improved so that you can sort the table of Titles (e.g. by Number or 

Name). Here's the new page: 

Please note that if a Collection contains more than 40 Titles then the list is paginated. 

Edit Titles List 

Clicking the Edit Titles List button in the Titles section for a Collection will show the new 

Edit Titles page: 

Notice that there's a "handle" against each Title that lets you re-order the Titles; you can also 

easily remove a Title by clicking its cross icon. New Titles can be added to the Collection by 

using the search (Find titles to add) field.
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